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I. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we prove the following result, which is a conjecture of 
Rickman ] 17]. 
‘I~B~REM. Let G be a jinite group which admits an automorphism (L oj’ 
order p+ p a prime distinct from 3. Assume.firther that C,,(a) is a ?-group. 
%‘hcn G is solvable. 
Ail groups considered in this paper are assumed finite. Our notation 
corresponds to that of Gorenstein [S]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
WC first quote some frequently used results. 
2.1 (Thompson ] 19 1). Let G be a finite group which admits a fixed- 
point-free automorphism of prime order. Then G is nilpotcnt. 
2.2 (Clifford 1x1). Let V/F be an irreducibie G-module and iet H be a 
normal subgroup of G. Then V is the direct sum of H-invariant subspaces 
Vi: 1 < i < r. which satisfy the following conditions. 
(i) Vi=Xi, $J ... $Xit, where each Xi,i is an irreducible H- 
submodule, I < i < r, t is independent of i: and Xi,,, Iyi,j. are isomorphic H- 
modules if and only if i = i’. 
(ii) For x in G, the mapping (x)/I; Vi+ Vix, l<i<r, is a 
permutation of rhe set S = ( V, ,..., V,j and /I induces a transitive permutation 
representation of G on S. 
2.3 (Shult 1181). Let G=NQPwith NaG, QaQP, IPi beaprime, /Ql 
be odd and (IQ], if’])= 1, (IN],lQ])= 1. Assume further that C,(P)- 1. 
Then [P, Q ] &I C,(N). 
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2.4 (Thompson [8]). A p-group P possesses a characteristic subgroup C 
with the following properties. 
(i) cl(C) < 2 and C/Z(C) is elementary abelian. 
(ii) [P, C] S Z(C). 
(iii) C,(C) = Z(C). 
(iv) Every nontrivial p’-automorphism of P induces a nontrivial 
automorphism of C. 
2.5 (Thompson Transitivity Theorem [8]). Let G be a group in which 
the centralizer of every p-element is p-constrained. Then if A E SCN,(P), 
C,(A) permutes transitively under conjugation the set of all maximal A- 
invariant q-subgroups of G for any prime q fp. 
2.6. Let G be a group in which the centralizer of every p-element is p- 
constrained. Let P be an S,-subgroup of G and let A be an element of 
SCN,(P). Then for any prime q fp, P normalizes some maximal A-invariant 
q-subgroup of G. 
2.7 (Gorenstein and Walter [ 121). Let G be a group with U(G) = 1 and 
SCN,(2) # 0. Assume further that the centralizer of every involution of G is 
2-constrained. Then O(C,(x)) = 1 for every involution x of G. 
Suppose p is an odd prime and P is an S,-subgroup of G. A normal 
subgroup T of P is said to control strong fusion in P if T has the following 
property. Whenever W s P, g E G, and Wg G P, then there exists c E C,,(W) 
and II E NG(T) such that cn =g. 
Define the quadratic group for the prime p to be the semi-direct product 
Q@) of a two-dimensional vector space V over GF@) by the special linear 
group S,!,(V) on V. Let F(p) be the normalizer of some S,-subgroup of 
Qd(p). 
2.8 (Glauberman [5]). If F(p) . IS not involved in N,(Z(J(P))), then 
Z(J(P)) controls strong fusion in P with respect to G. 
2.9 (Glauberman 161). Let G be a nonabelian simple group. Assume 
that S, is not involved in G. Then G is a group of JR-type or is isomorphic 
to a group of the form L,(q), q = 3.5(q), L,(2”), S,(2”), or U,(2”). 
2.10 (Mason ] 14)). Let G be a finite simple group in which the 
centralizer of every involution is 2-constrained, and SCN,(2) # 0, all of 
whose 3-local subgroups are 3-constrained. Let R be a S,-subgroup of G. 
Then one of the following holds. 
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(a) G has 2-local 3-rank at most 1. 
(b) G has 2-local 3-rank 2 and R has rank 2. 
(c) R has rank at least 3 and R normalizes a nontrivia! 2-subgroup of 
c. 
3. THE STRUCTLRE OF SOLVABLE GROWS SATISFYING THE 
HYPOTHESIS OF THE THEOREM 
kMMh 3.1. Let G be a solvable group admitting an automorphism a qi 
order p, p a prime distinct from 3. Assume further that C,(u) is a j-group; 
then G = O,J,,,(G) C&a). 
Proof: Suppose false and let G be a minimal counterexample. We may 
assume U,(G) = 1. Let Q be an u-invariant S,-subgroup of G. By 2.3: we 
have that IQ, ~1 E: CJO?;(G)) g O?,(G). Hence Q = C,(a). Let Q!, be any 
subgroup of Q and A4 be an a-invariant Hall 3’subgroup of N,,(Q,). Let 
-iJ E NJQO) and x E Q,,. Then y -‘XJ = (J-‘.xJ)” = (JJ--~)” xq’“; this implies 
that [y”y .-‘,x/ = 1. Since M= [M?a], we have that !M, Q,i = 1. Hence 
N,(QO)/C,(Q,) is a 3-group. Hence G has a normal 3-complement and 
G = 03.;.(G) C,(a). This completes the proof of the lemma. 
4. THE PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Let G be a minimal counterexample to the Theorem 
LEMMA 4.1. G is simple. 
Proof: By minimality of G, G is characteristica!ly simple. So G i;s a 
direct product of isomorphic nonabelian simple groups permuted t.ransitively 
by a. Were there more than one, C,(a) would be nonsolvable, contrary to 
hypothesis. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let H be an a-invariant {2, r-j-subgroup qf G: where 
r E z(G)-{2,3}. Then H is a 2-group or r-group. 
Proof. Suppose false. Let H be a maximal a-invariant { 2, r j-subgroup of 
G. Then it follows easily that H is a Hall (2, r]-subgroup of G. Let R: S be 
a-invariant S,-? S,-subgroups of H (hence of G). Then [R, 5’1 = 1 by 2.1. 
Su.ppose Z(S) is weakly closed in S with respect to G; then by a result of 
Goldschmidt [7], we have a contradiction. Thus Z(S) is not weakly closed 
in S with respect to G. Then there exist an element g and a subgroup H such 
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that Z(S)g # Z(S) and g E N,(H), Z(S) c H E S. By a Frattini argument, 
N&Z) = C,(H)(N,(R) n N,(H)). Hence we may assume g E N,(R) n 
N,(H). Since S c N,(R) and N,(R) = O,,,.(N,(R))(C,(a) n N,(R)) by 
Lemma 3.1, we have Z(S)g = Z(S), which is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let r E x(G) - (2,3}. Then for any r-subgroup R, of G, 
~,(wG(Ro) is a 13, r}-group. 
Proof. Let R be an a-invariant S,-subgroup of G. By Lemma 4.2, 
N,(Z(J(R))) is odd; hence F(r) is not involved in NG(Z(J(R))). By 2.8, 
Z(J(R)) controls strong fusion in R. Hence if x E No(R,,): then there exist 
c E C,(R,) and n E N,(Z(J(R))) such that x = CIZ. Thus we have the 
conclusion of Lemma 4.3. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let X be a jkite group and let r E x(X) - (2, 3}. Assume 
N,,(R,)/C,(R,) is oddfir any r-subgroup R, of X, andfurthermore, SL(3, 3) 
and PSL(2,7) are not inuolced in X. Then X is solvable. 
Pro@ Let X be a minimal counterexample. If there exists a nontrivial 
proper normal subgroup K of X, then X/K and K is solvable since X/K and 
K satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 4.4; this implies that X is solvable, a 
contradiction. So X is a minimal simple group. By A-paper 1.201, X is 
PSL(2,q) or Sz(2”), SL(3,3). By the hypothesis of Lemma 4.4, X is 
PSL(2, q) (q # 7) or Sz(2”). But such simple groups have an r-group R, 
such that N,(R,,)/C,,(R,) is even for some r E n(X) - { 2, 3 }, a contradiction. 
Hence X is solvable. 
By Lemma 4.4, PSL(2, 7) or SL(3: 3) is involved in G. Let S be an a- 
invariant S,-subgroup of G and let Q be an u-invariant S,-subgroup of G. 
Suppose ,Zr,(Z(J(Q))) is odd; then G is S,-free by 2.8. Then we have a 
contradiction. Hence !V,(Z(J(Q))) is even. 
LEMMA 4.5. There exists an a-invariant subgroup Q, oJ Q such that 
1 f Q, = [Q,, a] and [Q,, C,(a)1 = 1. 
ProoJ Suppose Q = C,(a); then we can copy the proof of the 
corresponding Lemma 3.1 to complete that G has a normal 3-complement, 
which is a contradiction. Hence N,(C&)) q C,(a). We set 
Q, = I-~o(C,(a>), a]; then Q, satisfies the condition of Lemma 4.5. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let r E z(G) - (2, 3} and M be an a-invariant (3, r}- 
subgroup of G. Then M is r-closed. 
ProoJ: Suppose false. We define the set Y = (M; a-invariant (3, r)- 
subgroup of G IM is not r-closed}. Choose M E Y, maximizing (MI,. Let Q,, 
be an a-invariant S,-subgroup of M; then M = O,.(M) N,M(Z(J(QO))). If Q, is 
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not an S,-subgroup of G, then N,,,(Z(J(Q,,))) is r-closed by the minimality ol 
\Mi,. So M is r-closed: a contradiction. Hence Q, is an S,-subgroup of G. 
Then rI I ~~,;(Z(J(Q,,>>> I since M is not r-closed. But then there exists an o- 
invariant (2,r\-subgroup II such that 21 :HI: r/!HI. Since N,,(Z(J(Q,J)) is 
even, this contradicts Lemma 4.2. Thus the lemrna is proved. 
Let r E z(G) -- {2,3 i and R be an u-invariant S,.-subgroup of 6. Next we 
prove 
LliMMA 4.7. 1~ g E (C,(W) n x,(R)e); then c,(g) = 1. 
PruoJ: Suppose false. We set R, = C,(g); then R, # i. i3y Lemma 4.5, 
there exists an u-invariant subgroup Q, of Q such that 1 f Q, = 1 Q, , CL 1 and 
lQi5 C,,(a)j == 1. Th en R,, and Q, are contained in C,,(g). By Lemma 4.6: 
Q, c XJR,) for some a-invariant S,-subgroup H, of G. Then Q,. c C,(R,) 
by 2.3. Since C,(u), R, C_ C,(Q,), we have that R is the unique o-invariant 
S,-subgroup of G. Hence (Q, , C,(a)) s N,(R). Lei L = N,(Z(J(Q))); then 
L = O,“, .(L) C,,(a) by Lemma 3.1. WC set Q,, = O,(L). Now we consider 
two cases, viz.? Z(Qu) is noncyclic and Z(Q,,) is cyciic. 
Case I (Z(Q,)) is noncyclic). Let S, be an a-invariant S+ubgroup of L: 
then S, is nontrivial by the previous paragraph. If lZ(Q”), ~1 = 1: then 
IS,, Z(Q(,)] = i and there exists an element a E Z(Qo)” such that C,(a) f i, 
since Z(Q,) is noncyclic. Since (S,? C,(a)) c: C,(a) and C,(a) is a- 
invariant, this contradicts Lemma 4.2. Thus IZ(Q,). a 1 f 1. Since Q, & Q,, t 
Z(Q,j & N<;(R) by Lemma 4.6 (since both Z(Q”j and R are contained in 
,C,(Q, j). Since lZ(Qo), U] c C,(R), Q, Y& N,(R). Then it follows tha.t 
C,,(Z(Q9)) = 1 by Lemma 4.2. Since Z(S,) acts faithfully on fl,(Z(Qo)), 
there exists a subgroup V of n,(Z(QO)), such that (a> Z(S,,) acts faithfully 
and irreducibly on V. Note that Z(S,,) is not cyclic because Cz(,s,,)(aj = I. Ry 
2.2. V = V, <’ V; (3.. . 13 VT"-'- where Vy’ is a Wedderburn component of V 
with respect to Z(S,,), 0 < i <:p - 1. Let c E Z(S,)‘. If a E V and a” = a- ‘+ 
(acr)c = (,i’)-i~ then (a--‘acr)I‘ = (a- ‘acx)-~le 1’ a“ = a I, jacki, 1:; = j for 
‘ G l z I,... ,p . . j. the13 a”‘!” = a ’ and (~,~)l’~“’ =a O. We set b -~--!a” a:;d 
)$ = Q”!‘“. then 0” = 15 ‘. Hence in each case, we have an eiement b E j Q, GY 1 
which is‘inverted by some element of G. By a Frattini argument, N,;((bj) =: 
C,(b)(N,(R) n .NJ(b))), since R G C,(b). Hence N,(R) is even, which 
contradicts L.emma 4.2. 
Case Ti (Z(Q(,) is cyclic). Since p + 2, CI centrakes Z(QJ. Suppose 
C,“(a) is cyclic; then we shall prove that L is 2-closed. Suppose false. Then 
fS,, Q,] += 1. By 2.4, there exists a characteristic subgroup C of QU. such 
that class C < 2, and IS,, Cl # 1. Since C is a 3-group, \S,,S,(C)i, st: 1. 
Since class C < 2, n,(C) is of exponent 3. (ffj S,, acts on 
D -0!(C)/@(I2,(C)). Since IS,,Z(Qo)l = 1 and [Z(QJ,a] = 1, a acts 
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fixed-point-free on D/C,(S,); hence [S,, D ] c C,(S,). This implies that 
[S,,D] = 1, which implies [S,,a,(C)] = 1, a contradiction. Hence L is 2- 
closed. Then by 2.8, G is S,-free. So we have a contradiction. Thus CcO(a) is 
noncyclic. Suppose there exists a noncyclic subgroup Q, of Q, such that 
Q2 Q Q, and [Q,, a] = 1. Then [Q,, a] E C&Q&. Since Q, is not cyclic and 
Q, E C,(a) E N,(R), L emma 4.6 yields that [Q,, a] cN,(R). By 2.3, 
[Q,, al E C,(R). Since [Q,, a] Q Q,C,<a> = Q, Z(Qd n [Q,, al f 1. Then 
R and S, are contained in C,(Z(QJ n [Q, a]), which contradicts Lemma 
4.2. 
Let Q3 be a maximal (a)&‘,-invariant normal subgroup of Q, such that 
[Q,, a] = 1, and Q4 be an inverse image of Z(Q,,/Q3); then CB4(a) = Q3. 
Since Ca4(a) is cyclic, we have [S,, Q,] = 1 by the previous paragraph. On 
the other hand, Q4 c NG(CQo(a)); hence [Q4, a] & C,(CQO(a)). Since C,,,(a) 
is noncyclic, [Q,, a] c N,(R) by Lemma 4.6. Hence S, and R are contained 
in Cc([Q4, a]), which contradicts Lemma 4.2. Hence Lemma 4.7 is proved. 
LEMMA 4.8. C,(X) is r-nilpotent for V x E R#. 
ProoJ: By taking a conjugation of X, we may assume that C,(x) is an S,- 
subgroup of C,(X). Let R, be a nontrivial r-subgroup of C,(x). We set 
R,=(x)R,. Assume that Nc,(,,(Ro)/C,,,,,(R,) is not an r-group. Then 
there exists an element y such that y E NcGc,.,(R,,) - C,,,,,(R,) and y is an r’- 
element. This implies that y E N,(R 1) - C,(R I)* 
On the other hand, IN,(Z(J(R))) 1 is odd by Lemma 4.2; hence Z(J(R)) 
controls strong fusion in R since F(r) is not involved in N,(Z(J(R))). Hence 
there exists c E C,(R,) and n E N,(Z(J(R))) such that y = cn. Since 
~&V(R))) = O,W&tR))) N,(R) and N,(R) = G-@WG@) n C&H9 
we may assume n E C,(a) n N,(R). By Lemma 4.7, n = 1 since C,(n) 3 x, 
which contradicts the choice of y. Hence Nc~~x~(Ro)/Ccc~x~(Ro) is an r-group. 
Hence C,(x) is r-nilpotent. 
In particular C,(x) is r-constrained by Lemma 4.8. 
LEMMA 4.9. Assume SCN,(R) # 0 and d(Z(R)) > 2. Then 1 C,(x)1 is 
odd for all x E R#. 
ProoJ: Suppose false. Then there exists an element x E R# such that 
] C,(x) ] is even. Since Z(R) is noncyclic, we may assume x E Z(R). Then R 
normalizes some S,-subgroup of C,(x) since C,(x) is r-nilpotent. Let 
A E SCN,(R). By 2.5, C,(A) permutes transitively under conjugation the set 
of all maximal A-invariant 2-subgroups of G. By 2.6, R normalizes some 
maximal A-invariant 2subgroup of G. Then all maximal A-invariant 2- 
subgroups of G are R-invariant since C,(A) c C&Z(R)) c N,(R) by Lemma 
4.6. Since a permutes maximal R-invariant 2-subgroups and the number of 
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maximal R-invariant 2-subgroups is coprime to p, a fixes some maximal R- 
invariant 2-subgroup. This contradicts Lemma 4.2. Hence the lemma is 
proved. 
Let P be an a-invariant S,-subgroup and R be an Anvariant S,,-subgroup 
of G. For the remainder of this section we assume. 
HYPOTHESIS 4.1. P = 1 or d(Z(P)) > 3, and R = 1 or d(Z(R)) > 3. 
By Lemma 4.9, C,(t) is a {7, 13)‘-group for any involution t of G. Then 
C,(t) is solvable by Lemma 4.4. 
LEMMA 4.10. C,(x) is a 3’-group for Y x E P1 
ProoJ: Suppose false. Then we can copy the proof of corresponding 
Lemma 4.9 to have that there exists nontrivial (a)P-invariant 3-group W.. 
We set L = N,(Z(J(Q))); then L = O,,,,(L) C,,(a). We set O,(L) = Q,. l3y 
Lemma 4.6, [IV: P] - 1. Hence C,(u) = 1 by Lemma 4.7. Suppose there 
exists a noncyclic subgroup Q2 of Q, such that Qz -==J Q, and [Q,, a ] = 1. 
Then [Q,? WI = 1. Hence Qz c C,(W) c NJP). This contradicts Lemma 
4.7 since Qj2 is noncyclic. Let S, be an u-invariant S,-subgroup of L, and A 
be a maximal (a) So-invariant subgroup of Q, such that A c Q, and 
[A, CX] = I. Then we have that A is a cyclic group. Let B be an inverse image 
of Z(QJA); then B is noncyclic and CIj(a) =A? and further, IS,, R] = 1. We 
set R, = fB,aj; then B, # 1. Let A4 = NJSJ; then B, c M. Since 
M = 0~,3,(M) C,(u), 1 # B, E O,(M). On tb.e other hand, since all 
centralizers of involutions in G are 2-constrained, O(M) = 1 by 2.7. This is a 
contradiction. Thus Lemma 4.10 is proved. 
We have similarly that C,(X) is a 3’-group for al! x E R’. Hence C,(u) is 
a {7, 13 }‘-group for any 3-element u of G. Then C&j is solvable by 
Lemma 4.4. 
LEMMA 4.i 1. Hypothesis 4.1 does not hold. 
ProofI Let Q be an u-invariant S,-subgroup of G. By 2.10, one of the 
fol!owing holds. 
(a) G has 2-local 3-rank at most 1. 
(b) Q has rank 2. 
(c) Q normalizes a nontrivial 2-subgroup of G. 
Suppose (a) holds. We set L =N,(Z(.J(Q))) and Q, = O,(.L). Let S, be an 
a-invariant S,-subgroup of L; then IS,, Q,l # 1 since G involves S,. We set 
Y= Q,/@(Q,). Then V is an (a) S,-module. Let W be an irreducible (c) S,- 
submodule of V. Since C,“(u) = 1, W = W, @ W’f 0”. . WY” -’ ) where WY’ i? 
a Wedderburn component with respect to S,. 0 < i < p - 1. Since p f 3 and 
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C,,(a) = 1, d(Z(S,)) > 3; hence there exists an element E Z(S,) such that 
C,(l) is noncyclic, which contradicts (a). 
Suppose (b) holds. Then p = 2 or [Q, a] = 1. Suppose [Q, a] = 1; then G 
is 3-nilpotent; hence G is S,-free, a contradiction. 
Suppose (c) holds. Let T be a nontrivial 2-group which is normalized by 
Q. We set N = N,(T); then O(N) = 1 and C,(O,(N)) c O,(N) by 2.7, since 
all 2-local subgroups and 2-constrained. By Lemma 4.5, there exists an a- 
invariant subgroup Q, of Q such that 1 f Q, = [Q, , a] and [Q, , Cc(a)] = 1. 
Assume that C,(a) is noncyclic; then O,(N) = (COZ(,,&)(x E C,(a)“). Since 
&(0,(N)) c O,(N), C,,(O,(N)) = 1. Hence there exists an element 
x E C,(a)@ such that [C02(Nj (x), Q,] # 1. On the other hand, Q, c C,(x) and 
C,(x) = O,,,~(C,(x))(C,(x) n C,(a)>. Then Q, c O,(C,(x)); hence 
LzwW Q,l c O,(N) n OdG(x)) = 1, a contradiction. Hence C,(a) is a 
cyclic group. Then every a-invariant proper subgroup of G is 3-closed or 3- 
nilpotent by Rickman [ 171. 
Let L = N,(Z(J(Q))). Assume L is 3-nilpotent; then G is S,-free, a 
contradiction. Hence L = NG(Q). Assume Z(Q) is cyclic; then [Z(Q), ~1 = 1, 
since p # 2. Let S, be an a-invariant S,-subgroup of L. Then 
[S,, Z(Q)] = 1. On the other hand, [S,, Q] # 1. By 2.4, there exists a 
characteristic subgroup C, such that class C < 2 and [S,, C] # 1. Then 
[So, Q,(C>l =1 and O,(C) is of exponent 3. Let gEfl,(C,(a)); then 
g E Z(Q). If g & C, [C, S,] = 1, a contradiction. Hence g E C. Let 
D = ~,(C)/@(0,(C)); then (a)S, acts on D. Since 2 E C,(S,), a acts fixed- 
point-free on D/C,(S,); hence [S,, D] _C C,(S,). This implies that 
[S,, D] = 1, which implies [S,,R,(C)] = 1, a contradiction. Hence Z(Q) is 
noncyclic. Since C,(a) is cyclic, d(Z(Q)) > 3. By an argument similar to 
that of Lemma 4.9, Q normalizes some nontrivial a-invariant 2-group F. 
Then Q sN,(F) = O,,,@,(F)) C,(a). On the other hand, all 2-local 
subgroups of G have trivial core. Hence Q = C,(a), a contradiction. 
Assume p # 7. If R # 1, then d(Z(R)) > 3. Similarly if P# 1, then 
d(Z(P)) > 3. Hence Hypothesis 4.1 holds, which contradicts Lemma 4.11. 
Thus p = 7, in particular, (1 G 1, 7) = 1; hence G does not involve PSL(2, 7). 
By Lemma 4.4, G involves SL(3, 3); hence 13 E n(G). By Lemma 4.8, the 
centralizer of any 13-element is 13-nilpotent, in particular, solvable by 
Lemma 4.4. Hence any 13-local subgroup of G is solvable by Lemma 4.3. 
By Lemma 4.3, G does not involve any dihedral group D,, of order 2p for 
every odd prime divisor p (23) of G. We call such a group D-free. 
Ultimately G satisfies the following conditions. 
(i) G is D-free. 
(ii) (ICI, 7) = 1. 
(iii) All 13-local subgroups of G are solvable. 
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Hence if we prove Proposition 5.1, we shall have a fina! contradiction by 
considering the automorphisms of SL(3. 3). 
5. THE C.~SE G Is D-FREE 
In this section, we shall prove the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let G be a finite simp!e group. Suppose the following 
hold. 
(i) G is D+ee. 
(ii) (IGI, 7) = 1. 
(iii) All 13-local subgroups of G are solcable. 
Then G is isomorphic to SL(3, 3 j. 
Let G be a minimal counterexample to Proposition 5.L Thus every proper 
nonabelian simple section of G is isomorphic to SL(3: 3). 
LEMMA 5.2. G is not of component type. 
Proof. Let G be of component type. Gorenstein and Harada’s 
classification of groups whose sectional 2-rank is at most 4 1 IO! implies that 
SCV,(%) f 0 in G. Since SL(3, 3) is balanced, we get O(C,(.u)) = 1 For ah 
involution x of G by SCN,(2) # 0 and a theorem of Gorenstein and Waiter 
( 121. By results of Aschbacher 111; we have an involution x such that C,(x) 
has a standard component L which is isomorphic to SL(3: 3j: By results of 
Aschbacher 121 and Aschbacher and Seitz 131, we may assume that a Sylow 
2-subgroup of C,(L) is cyclic. Let C = C,,(x). Since C is II-free. 
C =: C,.(L) x L. Since a Sylow 2subgroup of C,,(L) is cyclic and O(C) = 1. 
C,.(Z, j is a cyclic 2-subgroup. We set C = (j) x I,? where x E (j)~ Assume 
that Ijl> 4. Since SCN,(2) f 0, there is a normal abelian subgroup A of a. 
Sylow 2-subgroup T of G which contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of C such that. 
d(A) > 3. Let R be a 4-group and B c A, B 4 T. Then Ix, R] =: I, since 
iji > 4. Hence B c C: and so B g (.J$ x 7’,), where T,, is a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of L. Since cl,(T,,) = 1, B = (x) x Z(T,,). Hence x E B GA. This implies that 
A C- C. Since d,,((.j) X T,) = 2: we have a contradiction. Therefore , jl = 2; 
hence C,(x) = (x) X I,. By a theorem of Harada j 13 1, we have a con- 
tradiction. 
By Lemma 5.2, we may assume that all 2-local subgroups are 2-- 
constrained, Since SCN,(2) + 0, we may assume that cores of aii. 2-loczi 
subgroups are trivial. 
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LEMMA 5.3 (Miyamoto [ 161). Let H be a finite D-free simple group. 
Suppose that every proper simple section of H is SL(3, 3), SL(2, 7), or 
PSU(3,3) and every 2-local subgroup is 2-constrained. Then we have 
e,(3) < 2. Here, e,(3) is the maximal rank of elementary 3-subgroups which 
are contained in 2-local subgroups of H. 
Proof. See. [16]. 
By Lemma 5.3, no 2-local subgroup of G contains an elementary abelian 
3-subgroup of order 27. Assume that SCN,(3) # 0. Then we can copy the 
proof of the corresponding Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4 of [ 151 to complete 
that all 2-local subgroups of G are solvable. By a theorem of Gorenstein and 
Lyons 1111, we have a contradiction. Hence we may assume that 
SCN,(3) = 0. Then all 3-local subgroups of G are solvable. 
We can copy the proof of the corresponding Lemmas 4.1: 4.2 of [ 15 ] to 
complete that a Sylow 3-subgroup of G is isomorphic to a Sylow 3-subgroup 
of SL(3,3) and that G has a nonsolvable 2-local subgroup that contains a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
Let I # K be a 2-group such that N= N,(K) is nonsolvable and N 
contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. We can assume that K = O,(N). It 
follows easily that OfzV3]‘(N/K) is isomorphic to SL(3, 3). 
Let R be a Sylow 3-subgroup of N. Next, observe that K E M.aR; 2). It 
follows that K E M,“(R; 2) and K E IIz(V 2) for all U E 8,(R). Here Zz(R) 
is the set of elementary abelian 3-subgroups of R of rank 2. 
Next, we prove 
LEMMA 5.4. K = (ti(V, 2)) for all U E B,(R). 
Proof Fix some UE 8,(R). Since C,(u) # 1 for each u E U”, then 
K E II,*(U, u; 2) for each u E viz. Lemmas 5.25 and 6.2 of 1201 combine to 
prove that O,,(C,(U)) is transitive on I?I$(u, 2). It follows easily that 
C,(U) # 1. We set K, = C,(U). Since C,(U) is D-free and K, is U-invariant, 
K,c O,(C,(U)) by Lemma 5.25 of 1201. We set C= C,(U) and 
K, = O,(C). Since O,,(C,(U)) is transitive on M$(U, 2), there exists an 
element x E O,,(C) such that Kf !Z K; hence K, G K. 
Assume that K,G K. Then O,.(C) and R are contained in N,;(K,). Since 
N,(K,) is R-invariant, NK(K1) E O,(N,(K,)). We set K, = O,(N,(K,)). Then 
the previous argument yields K, &K. If we repeat this argument, we have 
O,,(C) g N&). The proof is complete. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let H be a 2-local subgroup of G containing any element of 
?Yi2(R). Then H & N,(K). 
Proof Choose any U E B,(R). By Lemma 5.4, we have K = (M(U; 2)): 
so clearly, Na(U) c N, Similarly N,(R) c N. Assume that H is a 2-local 
subgroup of G that contains Cr. We set Y= O?(N) f I. Then we may assume 
H =N,(V). Ry Lemma 5.4, V g K. Since NK(l/) is k-invariant: we have 
NK(V) c Oz(H) = V. This implies K = V. Therefore H = N,(K). The proof is 
complete. 
LEMMA 5.6. Let T be a Syluw 2-subgroup of Ai, (hence ?j’G). Then 
G has a maximal subgroup M with the following properties. 
(a) M z’s a s&able 2-local subgroup of G. 
(b) TcM. 
(c) M is a ( 2, 3 }-group, and a Sylow 3-subgroup c~f M is qf order 3. 
Proqfi First, we prove the following result. 
N,(K) is not the unique maximal subgroup of G that contains ‘I: (<‘) 
Hence, suppose that (*) is false, in which case N,;(K) is the unique 
maximal subgroup of G that contains T. Under this assumption, we will 
prove 
G has a unique class of maximal 2-local subgroups. is23 1 
Suppose that (:“$:) is false. We define v to be the set of 2-groups F# 1 of 
. G such that (a) N,(F) is not conjugate to a subgroup of NG.(K) and (b) 
N,.(F) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of NC(F). Then v is nonempty. Let 
‘p. = {FE qini;;(F) is a maximal 2-local/. As $9 is nonempty, q,, is noncmpty. 
Choose F, E ‘9” maximizing / N,,(F,J I2 and let T,, = N.,.(F,,). Set N, = .N,,(F’,,). 
If a Sylow 3-subgroup of 1v, has order at least 9> then Nfi is conjugate to a 
subgroup of N,(K) by Lemma 5.5. Thus N,, has a Sylow 3-subgroup of order 
at most 3; in particular, N, is solvable. Let X3 be a Sylow 3+ubgroup of&‘,. 
If N, :I= 1, then N, is 2-closed since IV,, is D-free. Hence l’~r N,. Since (“) is 
false, this contradicts the choice of N,,. Therefore we have :hat N, has order 
3. Suppose O,?, &V”) is not Hall subgroup of N,; then X, is 2-closed since 
N, is D-free. This contradicts the choice of N,!. Hence O(,.?;(N,) is a Hali 
subgroup of X,. Suppose 13 E z(N,,); then 13 E r(CC;(N3)). By Lemma 5.5, 
C,,(N,) is conjugate to a subgroup of N,(K). Then it follows easily that there 
exists a 13.local subgroup which is nonsolvable. This contradicts (iii). l-lr:nc~ 
i 3 & n(~u,,). Suppose N, is not a 12, 3 j-group. Let j> E QVO) - 12, 3 1 and ki 
XP be a Sylow p-subgroup of N,,. Then it follows easily that ,Si,.,,-subgroup 
of N, is conjugate to a subgroup of NG(T) (hence of NJK)). Therefore we 
may assume that T,,N, is conjugate to a subgroup of N,,(K). For a suitabie 
p E $:V,,j .- (2, 3) and nontrivial p-subgroup P of N,. we may assume tha; 
No == Oz(N,) N:,,,(P) by a Frattini argument. 
By the structure of N,(K), N,(P) contains a conjugate subgroup Q of a 
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Sylow 3-subgroup of N,(K). Let L = N,(P). Suppose O?(L) = 1: then 
L = (N1,(Q,,)I 1 # Q, c Q). Therefore N, is conjugate to a subgroup of 
N,,(K). Suppose Oz(L) # 1; then No is conjugate to a subgroup of N#) by 
Lemma 5.5. Hence, in each case, N, is conjugate lo a subgroup of N,(K). 
This contradicts the choice of N,, . Thus we have M, is a {2: 3 l-group. Now, 
N, is clearly a maximal subgroup of G such that N,,(T,,) & N,, IN,; r,,l = 3. 
As G is simple, it acts primitively on the right coset of N,, in G and No has 
an orbit of length 3 on these cosets. By a theorem of Wong [22 1, we have a 
contradiction. Thus we have proved that (* *) holds (assuming (“) to be 
false). But Gorenstein 191 has classified all simple groups satisfying (‘%*) 
and so this cannot hold. It follows that (X’) holds. Let M be a maximal 
subgroup of G containing T with M# N. If M has a noncyclic Sylow 3- 
subgroup, then M is conjugate to N by Lemma 5.5. Now, the argument in 
Lemma 4.1 of 121 1 proves that J(T) a N,(K) or Z(T) 0 N,;(K). Hence 
J(T) 4 M or Z(T) 4 M. In each case, M c N: a contradiction. Thus M has 
a Sylow 3-subgroup of order at most 3. Then the previous argument yields 
that M is a (2.3 j-group. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 5.7. K is weakly closed in T with respect to G. 
Proof Suppose J(T) E K: then certainly K is weakly closed in T since 
N&(K)) = N,(K). Suppose J(T) s$ K; the argument in Lemma 4.1 of 121 I
proves that Z(T) Q N,(K) and IZ(r>, L] = 1: where L is the inverse image 
of O”(N,(K)/K) in N,(K): in particular Z(K) = Z(T). Suppose K is not 
weakly closed in T with respect to G. Then there exists an element s and 2- 
subgroup H such that KP # K and g E NC(H), KC H & T. Since 
Z(K) = Z(T) c Z(H) s K, Z(K) = Z(H). Hence g E ~~,Pw) = 
N,(Z(K)) = N,(K). Thus Kfi = K, a contradiction. Hence K is weakly closed 
in T with respect to G. 
We define a set o, of subgroups as follows; S E a, if. 
(a) S is a {2, 3}-subgroup of NC;(K). 
(b) 31ISI. 
(c) S has 2-rank at least 3. 
We will prove 
LEMMA 5.8. N is the unique maximal subgroup of G that contains any 
element 0s (0. 
Proof. Suppose that M is a nonsolvable subgroup of G that contains 
some SE 9. Let 1 # S, be a Sylow 3-subgroup of S. By Lemma 5.5. we 
have C,(S,) z N,(K), so M contains a noncyclic 3-subgroup of N,(K). 
Suppose that O,(M) = 1. Then 0 t273)‘(M) is isomorphic to SL(3, 3). Hence 
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T is a semi-dihedral, which contradicts that G is a count.erexampie. Therefore 
0,(1I4) f 1. which implies that M Al N,(K) by Lemma 5.5. Thus X is :he 
unique maximal nonsolvable subgroup of G that contains any element of $3. 
Suppose that Lemma 5.8 is false. We define the set .Y = {Ls GIL @ I?:, L 
contains an element of 0). Thus .;/’ is nonempty, while each element of :/ 
has a Sylow 3-subgroup of order 3 by the first paragraph. Choose an elemcni 
L E I?‘, maximizing first IL C? Ni? and then j L :? and set i, = L q N. Now. 
by definition. I,, contains an clement S E p. Obviously, any Hall {2. 3 \ 
subgroup of L,! lies in 9, so we may assume that S is a Hall 12.3 I-subgroup 
of L,!. Let S,, S, be Sylow 2- and Sylow 3--subgroups of S, respectively, and 
let (I..,, L,j be a Sylow system of a Hali (2: 3 j-subgroup L, of 1,. such thai 
S, s Lz and S, c L,. As WC have remarked before, S, ==I,, has order 3. 
Since Oz(S) is L,-invariant. O,(S) C O,(L 1). 
Suppose that O?(S)5 O?(L,). Here? we get 
and so INcI(OZ(S))i2 > ISI, = IL f?NI,. Becaus- c N,(O,(S)) E Y, choice of 
L forces INJO,( [C-I NI Z = iSi,, We deduce that S, is a. Sylow 2-subgroup 
of NA.(OZ(S)). Since K (1 N, -VK(Oz(S)) c O?(S), this forces K s O:(S). 
Then K 4 L, since K is weakly closed in O,(I, 1) with respect to L., ; hence 
L, g IV, which implies S = L,. Therefore O?(S) == O,(L!). a contradiction. 
So we have O,(S) = O&C.,). Suppose O{,.,,(L) is not Ha!1 12, 3 i-subgroup 
of L, then J!, is 2-closed. Hence L c N,(K). a contradiction. This completes 
the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 5.9. We have a contradiction. 
Prooj: We can copy the proof of the corresponding Theorem 4.1 of I 15 1 
to complete t.hc lemma. 
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